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On Mappings

between Algebraic Systems

By Tsuyoshi FUJIWARA

Since the mappings between algebraic systems play one of the most
important roles in the theory of algebraic systems, the construction of
the general theory of mappings seems to be interesting and useful in
the study of algebraic systems. In the present paper, we shall first
introduce a family P of basic mapping-formulas as a generalization of
the defining formulas of homomorphisms: φ(x*y) = φ(x)*φ(y), and
that of the defining formulas of (φ, ψ)-derivations1:>: D(xy) = D(x)φ(y)
+ ψ(x)D(y), D(x+y) = D(x) + D(y). And we define P-mappings as the
mappings which satisfy the family P of basic mapping-formulas. And
we shall try to construct the general theory of P-mappings.
Our theory can be divided into two parts. The first part (§§ 1-4)
deals with a general theory of P-mappings which contains the results
with respect to homomorphisms, derivations and others. In this part,
the algebraic Taylor's expansion theorem50 (Theorem 1.1) will play the
fundamental roles, since, by this theorem, any P-mappings from an
algebraic system St into another algebraic system S3 can be reduced to
a homomorphism from SI into the P-product system over 95. In the
second part (§ 5), we shall give a characterization of the defining
formulas of homomorphisms by considering the absolutely universal
family of basic mapping-formulas.
§ 1. Fundamental properties of P-mappings.
First we shall explain terminology and notations with respect to
free algebraic systems35, for the convenience of our discussion.
The finitary compositions will be denoted by v, w, - - , and we denote
by N(v) the number N such that the composition v is JV-ary. Let
V={v, •••} be a set of finitary compositions. By a φF-algebraic system
Sϊ, we shall always mean an algebraic system 31 which is defined by V
so that v(al9 ••• ,amvj is assigned a single element in Sί, for any com1) Cf. [4 P. 170].
2) Cf. [5 § 12].
3) Cf. [1 P. viii], [2], [3], [6], [7 Chapter II, § 1] and [8 § 4].
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position v in V and any elements a19 ••• 9aN^ in 3I An absolutely free
4)
φF-algebraic system is simply called a free φy-algebraic system. And
the free φF-algebraic system with a free generator system {a19 -- ,ar}^
is denoted by F({a19 -- ,ar}, φv). An element of the free φF-algebraic
system F({a19 ••• 9ar}9 φv) is called a F-word or a F-polynomial, and
denoted by f(a19 ••• , ar)9 g(a19 ••• , ar)9 ••• . A F-word in F({0U, ••• , fllr > ••• >
is
#si> ••' > asr}> Φv)
not only denoted by f(a119 -- , alrt ~ yasly -- , asr)y but
also denoted by
f / a 1 1 9 ••• , 0 l r \
\asl9 "- ,aj

or simply

//0 U — alr\
\asl ••• asr) .

Again, the generator ap is called a F-word of order 0. And the F-word
f(a19 ••• 9ar) which can be written in the form

a19 -" , ar))
is called a F-word of order k, where gN(a19 •- ,ar) (N=l 9 ••• ,N(υ)) are
F- words of order k — l or less, and some gN(a19 ••• , ar) is precisely of
order k — l. Then each V word f(a19 -- ,ar) is clearly of some order k.
Let Av be a system of composition-identities with respect to F. By an
ylF-algebraic system, we shall mean a φy-algebraic system satisfying Av.
And we denote by F({aί9 ••• , #r}, A F ) the free AF-algebraic system with
a free generator system {a^ , , ar] . If two F-words f(aλ , , ar) and
g(a19 '- , ar) are equivalent in F({^, ••• , ar}, Av)9 then we say that /fa, •-• ,
^r) and ^(Λι, ,Λ r ) are ΛF-congruent, and denote it by f(a19
9ar)
= g(<*ι> ~ >ar) Moreover let Rv be a set of relations, i.e. identities
between elements of F({aί9 ••• , ar}9 φv). The free ΛF-algebraic system
with a generator system {a19 ••• 9 ar] satisfying Rv is denoted by
F ( f a , ~ ,<tr}, AVί Rv).
Let V={υ, "-} and W= {w, •••} be two sets of finitary compositions.
And let {ξ19 ~ 9ξm}*> and {x19 ••• , Λ?MO} be sets of formal variables, to
be replaced by mappings and elements of a φF-algebraic system respectively. An identity of the form

4) Cf. [6 § 3], [7 Chapter II, § 1] and [8 § 4].
5) For convenience, we use the same notation as in the case of a finite set, but the
generator system {alt ••• , ar} does not necessarily mean a finite set.
6) The set {ξlt ~ , |m} may be any non-empty finite or infinite set. But, for convenience,
we use the same notation as in the case of a finite set.
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is called a basic mapping-formula of ξμ concerning v, where P^μυ(ξ^(x^ , ••• ,
£ι(#Λκ o) > ••• > £m(*ι) , ••• , £m(*M o)) is a TF-polynomial in
£ι(#Mf»)> ••• ,ξm(Xι), ••• , £m(#M:zo)}> ΦFK) A set of basic mapping-formulas
which is of the form

an

is simply denoted by P^,^{£i> *" > £™}> d called a family of basic
mapping-formulas. Now let P be a family Pv>w{ξl, ••• , ξm} of basic
mapping-formulas, and let φ19 9φm be single-valued mappings from a
Φv algebraic system SI into a φ ^-algebraic system 93. If, for any elements
#ι> ••• > <ZΛKIO in Sί, all the identities obtained by the substitution of
φί9 -" , φm and a19 ••• , a^Cz;) for £, — , f m and x19 ••• , ^α;) of all basic
mapping-formulas of P are true in S3, then we say that {φl , , <pm} is
a system of P-mappings, or simply that φ^ -- ,φm are P-mappings.
Let P be a family PVιW{ξί9 ••• , £m} of basic mapping-formulas. And
let 33 be a φ ^-algebraic system, and S3m the set of all ordered m-tuples
C^ι> •" j^m] each of which consists of elements of 93. Now we define
the compositions v 6 V in 33m as follows :

Then it is clear that 33m forms a φy-algebraic system. Such a φF-algebraic
system is called a Pv>w{ξl, ••• ,ξm} -product system over 93 or simply a
P-product system over 33, and denoted by P^'^m(S5) or simply by P(93).
Examples : (1) Let P be a family PVtV{ξly •••,?„,} of basic mappingformulas each of which is of the form ^(v(xly -•• y xmv^)) = v(ξμt(x1) 7 -- ,
£μ(#Mto)) Then the P-product system P(93) over a φF-algebraic system
93 is the direct product 33x x33. (2) Let F={ + , -, •}, and let P be
m
a family P F>F {£ 0 > £ι> •••} of basic mapping-formulas of the form ξμ(x±y)
=^(x)±^(y\ ξlί(xy)=^l^Qξμ-i(x)ξi(y)7\
Then the P-product system
P(93) over a ring 93 can be considered as the ring of formal power series
over 93. (3) Let F={4-, -, •} and P=PVιV{ξlί, ••• ,? lm , ••• ,£ ml , - ,?mm}.
7) In this example, Σ?=ι^ denotes the V-polynomial ((-((XiH-^+^s)-) H"^)But, Σ?=I XΊ maY ^e considered as the sum in the usual sense, because 35 satisfies the
associative law
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If the mapping-formulas of P are of the form
ξ^(xy) = ^^ξ^(x}ξ^(y)Ί\ then the P-product system P(S3) over a ring S3
forms the total matric algebra of degree m over 33. (4) Let V= {θ, θ, *}
and W= { + , — > • } • If P is the family which consists of basic mapping-

formulas

ξ(x@y)=ξ(x)+ξ(y)9ξ(xθy)=£(x)-ξ(y)

and

ξ(x*y)=ξ(x)ξ(y)

—£(y)£(x)> then the P-product system P(S3) over a ring S3 forms a Lie
ring.
Let P be a family Pv.w{ζ19 ••• , £m} of basic mapping-formulas. And
let Si be a φF-algebraic system, and S3 a φ ^-algebraic system. A homomorphism from 31 into P(S3) may be called a representation of St into
P(S3). Now we shall show the fundamental theorem as follows :
Theorem 1. 1. (The algebraic Taylor's expansion theorem)8) Let P
be a family Pv>w{ξlf ••• ,ξm} of basic mapping-formulas.
And let SI be a
φy-algebraic system, and S3 a φw-algebraic system. Then {φly ••• , φm} is
a system of P -mappings from SI into S3, if and only if the mapping θ :
%?a^ θ(a) = [>,(*),-, φm(ά]\ 6 P(33)
is a representation of SI into P(S3).
Proof. Let v be any composition of V, and let al9 ••• ,am^ be any
elements of SI. Then, by the definitions of θ and P(33), we have
(1.1)

and
(1.2)

Now suppose that 0 is a representation of SI into P(S3). Then we have
(1. 3)

Θ(v(a19 - , Λjvαo)) = i ί^Λ,) , - , 0(ΛM|0)) .

Hence, by (1. 1) and (1. 2), we have
(1. 4)

8)

OΛ^Gv — , amv,)) , — , <pm(v(aiy — , 0^

Cf. [5; P. 100].
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Hence we have

(1. 5)
(μ = 1, ••• , m ) ,

i.e., {φly - , (pw} is a system of P-mappings. Conversely we assume that
{^ι> •*• i 9?m} is a system of P-mappings from SI into 93. Then we have
the identities (1.5). Hence we have the identity (1.4). Therefore it is
clear from (1.1) and (1.2) that the identity (1.3) is true, i.e., θ is a
representation of SI into P(93). This completes the proof.
The homomorphism θ in the above theorem is called a homomorphism deduced from the P-mappings φ1, •••, φm. Now we shall show the
following two theorems as the simple applications of the above theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let P be a family Pv>w{ξly ••• , ξm] of basic mappingformulas. And let St be a φv-algebraic system generated by aly- ,ar,
and 93 a φw-algebraic system. If {φly ••• , φm} and {φ{, ••• , φ'm} are two
systems of P-mappings from SI into 93 such that φμ{ap) = φflί(ap) (μ=l, •••,
m p = l , ••• , r), then φμ = φf^ (μ = ί , ••• , m).
Proof. Let θ and Θf be the homomorphisms deduced from φ{,
and φ{,
, φ'm respectively. Then we have

, φm

for all <Zp in the generator system {aί9 ~,ar} of SI. Hence we have
θ = θ'. Therefore it is easily verified by Theorem 1.1 that φμ(a) = φίlί(a)
(μ = l , -" ,m) for all elements a in SI. This completes the proof.
Theorem 1. 3. Let P be any family
PVt w{ξly ••• , ξm} of basic
mapping-formulas.
And let St be any free φv-algebraic system F({a1,- ,
&r}> Φv)> and 35 any φw-algebraic system. Then, for any elements δμp
(μ=l , ••• , m p = l , ••• , r) of 93, there exists a system {<^ι, ••• , 9?m} of
P-mappings from 31 into 93 such that φμι(ap) = bμp (μ=l , ••• , m p = l , ••• , r).
Proof. Since SI is a free φy-algebraic system freely generated by
«!,•••, # r , it is clear that the mapping #p->[δlp, ••• , bmp] can be extended
to a homomorphism from SI into P(93). Hence it is obvious by Theorem
1.1 that there exists a system {φly ••• , φm} of P-mappings from St into
93 such that φ^a^^b^ (μ=l , ••• , m p = l , ••• , r).
% 2.

The notation F^f,Xr..Xr,(ξ,(x,)

, ••- , £(*„) , ••• ,

Let P be a family Pv.w{%ι> '" > £»»} of basic mapping-formulas. And
let Si be any free φF-algebraic system F({xl9 ••• , ΛV}, φy), and 93 the free
φ ^-algebraic system F( {^ί^) , , ξ^Xr) , , ^m(^ι) , , l«(^r)} , Φ w) Then
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it is clear from Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 that there exists one and only
one system {φ1,
, φm} of P-mappings from SI into 33 such that
(2.1)

<Pμ,(xP) = ξμ,(xp)

(μ = 1, •••, m p = l, •••, r ) .

For a F-polynomial f ( χ l y «•« , xr) in SI, we denote by
the JF-polynomial φμ,(f(xί9 — , xr)) in 33. Then, since

9 Xr)) 9 '" 9 (Pm(jN^(Xi9

'"9 XrΠ' 9

we have
(2. 3)

Ff^x^c^...^, ..../^^...^(fito) > * • • > fι(*r) , ' • • , ^m(ΛΓι) >'~ > %m(Xr))
) -?ι(ΛΓr)\\

Γ

"

:

\)"'ξm(Xr)'
)

~ξι(Xr)

\

ι)'"Sm(Xr)f

I -

Now it is easy to see from (2.1) and (2.3) that the PF-polynomial
(2.2) coincides with the decomposition of ξμ,(f(x19 •••, xr)) which is
obtained by making formal use of the family P. Therefore we can
easily obtain the following:
Theorem 2.1. Let P
mapping-formulas.
Then

be any family

Pv w{ξly ••• , ξm]

of basic

I

\

V -polynomial

\SmW ' £m(Xr)/ I

\ζm{Xi) '' 'Zm(Xr)/
\
9-ΛY r),

...

, ^CfS\( Y
ΛΊJ

••• ,Λ,
V ^
j).
r

Theorem 2.2.
be a φv-algebraic system, and 33 a φw-algebraic
system. And let ap (p = l , ••• , r) &£ elements of SI, #m/&ίμp (μ = l, -' > m ;
9)

This may be considered as a generalization of the symbol

the theory of derivations.

(Xl '" Xr) n^Λ ;„
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p = l,.
,r) elements o f 5 8 . If {φly-"9φm} is a system of Pv,w{ξly •••, ξm}mappings from 31 into 33 such that φμ,(ap) = bflp (μ = l, ••• ,w; /o = l, ••• ,r),

(2.4)
= 1, •••, m)
V-polymonial

f(xly

Proof. We shall prove this theorem by induction on order of V
polynomials f(xly •••, #r). For every F-polynomial of order 0, the
identities (2.4) are clearly true. Now assume that the identities (2.4)
are valid for every F-polynomial of order k — 1 or less. Let f(xτ,
, xr)
be any F-polynomial of order k. Then we have
(*!, ••• , Xr) = V(g1(X19

'" , Xr) , ••• , gMri(X19

"' , Xr)) >

and hence
(a19 -" , ar) - v(gl(al, •••, <z r ), ••• , gN^(aly •••, έz r )).
Since g*ι(Xι, -- ,xr) (N=l , ••• , N(υ)) are of order Λ — 1 or less, it follows
from the assumption of induction that

Hence we have

\bml~-bmr

\bmι"'bmr
On the other hand, using the identity (2. 3), we have
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Hence we have
Therefore it is clear by induction that the identities (2. 4) are valid for
every F-polynomial.
r

Theorem 2.3. Let P(33) be any Pv,w{%i, "' ,%n}-P °duct system over
any φw-algebraic system 23. Then

V -polynomial f(x^~ ,xr\
(P = l , - , r ) m

and for

every set of elements

Proof. Let φμ (μ = l, ••• ,m) be mappings from P(S3) onto 33 each
of which is defined by
<P* : C*ι, - , *J - ^ for all \bl9 - , 6M] € P(SB) .

Then it is easy to see that {φ19 ••• , φm} is a system of P-mappings from
P(23) onto 93. Since 9v([ftJ, — > *«])=6 μ» ^ is easily verified by Theorem
2. 2 that

Hence we have

This completes the proof.
§ 3. (Av, JBw)-universality and existence of P-mappings.
Let P be a family Pv>w{ξl, •••, ξm} of basic mapping-formulas. And
let Av, Bw be systems of composition-identities with respect to F, W
respectively. If, for any free .AF-algebraic system Sl=F({«1, •••, ar], Av)
and for any elements £μp (μ = l, •••, m p = l, •••, r) of any β^-algebraic
system 93, there exists a system {φ^'~>φm} of P-mappings from SI
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into 33 such that φ^a^^b^ (μ = l , ••• , m p = l , ••• , r), then we say that
P is (A F , β^) -universal. And also, if, for any β^-algebraic system 33,
the P-product system P(33) over 33 forms an yly-algebraic system, then
we say that P is a constructor of an ^4F-algebraic system from a Bwalgebaic system, or simply that P is an (AV9 Bw) -constructor.
REMARK: The P-product system P(33), defined by an (Av, Bw)constructor P, over a β^-algebraic system 33 can be considered as a
generalization of the concept of an algebra over a field.
Theorem 3. 1. Let P be a family Pv>w{ξί> •••,?„,} of basic mappingformulas. And let AVy Bw be systems of composition-identities with
respect to V, W respectively. Then, P is (AV9 Bw)-universal if and only
if P is an (AVy Bw) -construct or.
Proof of "only if" part. Let f(x19 ••• 9xs) = g(x19 ••• ,xs) be any composition-identity in Av. And let 33 be any 5^-algebraic system, and
[£>ί, ••• , #m] (<r = l , ••• , s) any elements of P(33). Now suppose that P is
(AV9 β^-universal. Then there exists a system {<Pi,'-',<pm} of Pmappings from $L=F({al9 ••• 9as}9 Av) into 33 such that φμ.(aff) = bσlL
(μ = l , ••• , m σ = l , ••• , s). Hence it is clear by Theorem 1. 1 that there
exists a homomorphism θ from SI into P(33) which satisfies

Hence we have
*!,-, *i],-,C*ί,-,*i])
),
,θ(aβ)) = Θ(f(a19 - ,
= Θ(g(a19 - , as)) = g(θ(a1) , - , fl(
Therefore P(33) is an AF-algebraic system.
constructor.

Hence P is an (Av, Bw)- '

Proof of "if" part. Let 31 be any free ^4F-algebraic system freely
generated by aly- yar. And let 33 be any β^-algebraic system, and
δμp (μ = l , ••• , m ; p = l , ." , r) any elements of 33. Now, suppose that P
is an (AVy ^^-constructor. Then P(33) forms an ^4y-algebraic system.
Hence there exists a homomorphism θ from SI into P(33) such that
0(<zp) = [δlp, ••• , bmp] (ρ = l , ••• , r). Hence it is obvious from Theorem 1. 1
that there exists a system {φ19 - ,φm} of P-mappings from 31 into 33
such that φμ,(ap) = bμ,p (μ = l , ••• , m p = l , ••• , r). Therefore P is (AV9 Bw}universal.
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Theorem 3. 2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3. 1, the
necessary and sufficient condition that P is an (Av, Bw)-constructor, i.e., an
(Av, Bw)-universal family, is that

(3 D
for every composition-identity /te,
Proof of necessity. Let/te> ••• , #5) = £te, ••• , #5) be any compositionidentity of Av. And let S3 be the free 5w-algebraic system freely
generated by ξ^xj , ••• , ξ^(xs) , ••• , IrJ^) , ••• , ^(ΛΓ,). Now suppose that
P is an (Av, β^-constructor. Then the P-product system P(S5) over
83 is an ΛF-algebraic system. Hence we have

(3. 2)
where [^OU , ••• , ξm(xσY\ (σ = l , ,5) are elements of P(33).
other hand, by Theorem 2. 3, we have

On the

) , - , U^)] , - , [£(*,) , - , U^)])

te) ,

, U*

te)

,

and

Hence it is clear from (3. 2) that

are true in 93.

This completes the proof of necessity.

Proof of sufficiency. Let f(xl9 ••• , xs) = g ( X ι , -•• ,xs) be any composition-identity of Av. And let 93 be any B ^-algebraic system, and
[#, — ,%] (σ = ! , - - , 5) any elements of P(33). Then it follows from
the condition (3. 1) that
, w).
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Hence, by Theorem 2. 3, we have

>«
..Xs,lb\ , -. , b{

Xr

Therefore P(35) is an ΛF-algebraic system.
constructor.

Hence P is an (A y , Bw)-

Theorem 3.3. L#ί P be an (AVy Bw)-universal family Pv>w
{£ι >•••>£«} °/ δflsic mapping-formulas. And let SI 60 an Av-algebraic
system F({aly ••• , ar}, Av, Rv)> and 35 a Bw-algebraίc system. Moreover let
6μp (/*==! , , w />==! , , r) ft^ elements of S3. Tfew, m orrf^r /Aα/
there exists a system {φly ••• , <pm} o/ P -mappings from SI ίflfo 35 5wcA
that φμι(ap) = bμιp (μ = l , ••• , m /o = l , ••• , r), ίϊ w necessary and sufficient
that

(3-3)
every relation f(aly ••• , ar) = g(aly ~- ,ar) in Rv.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a system {^ι, ,9?w} of Pmappings from 31 into 93 such that φμί(af>) = bμ.? (μ = l , ••• , m /o = l , ••• , r).
Then it is obvious by Theorem 1. 1 that the mapping
θ : a - [>,(*) , - ,
is a homomorphism from 31 into the P-product system P(S5). Now let
f(aί9 ••• >ar} = g(a^ ••• , <2r) be any relation of J?F. Then it is, of course,
clear that Θ(f(a19 — ,ar)) = θ(g(a19 — ,Λ r )), i.e.,
Ψμ,(f(a^ ••• , 0r)) - φμ(g(al9 ••• , Λ Γ ))

(^ = 1 , — , m) .

Hence it is easy to see from Theorem 2. 2 that

Conversely, suppose the condition (3. 3). Then it follows from
Theorem 2.3 that, for any relation/^, ••• 9ar) = g(a19 ••• ,ar) in 7?F,
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Hence it is easy to see by the fundamental theorem for free algebraic
systems10' or directly that there exists a homomorphism from 31 into
P(33) which is an extension of the mapping
#P -* IA» — > *mp]

(p = 1 , — , r) .

Hence it is clear by Theorem 1. 1 that there exists a system
of P-mappings from SI into S3 which satisfy φμ,(ap) = bμp ( = l,
/> = !,-, r).

',m;

REMARK : The above theorem can be considered as a generalization
of the criterion for the existence of a derivation, and also that of the
criterion for the existence of the extension of a derivation115.
§ 4. The product of families of basic mapping-formulas.
Let P and Q be families PVιW{ξ1, ••• ,ξm} and QW.U{VI>"
basic mapping-formulas respectively. The set of the form

of

can be considered as a family of basic mapping-formulas of η^ξ
(μ=l, •••, m u = l , ••• , n). Such a family of basic mapping-formulas i
called a product of P by Q, and denoted by QP. If {φ1,
, <pm} is a
system of P-mappings from a φF-algebraic system 21 into a φ^-algebraic
system 33, and if {γ19 •••, ψw} is a system of Q-mappings from S3 into
a φtf-algebraic system S, then {ψΊ^i, •••, ΨΊ^, ••• , ψ^i, ••• , tynΦn} is
clearly a system of QP-mappings from SI into (£. Moreover the QP10) Cf. [2], [6 § 3], [7 Chapter II, § 1] and [8 § 4].
11) Cf. [9 P. 12].
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product system over a φ ^-algebraic system (£ is, of course, denoted by
QTO.
Theorem 4. 1. Let P and Q be families PVtW{ξ19 «•• , ξm} and QWtU
{?7ι> ••• > Vn} of basic mapping-formulas respectively. If & is a φu-algebraic
system, then the QP-product system QP((£) is isomorphic to P(Q((£)).
Proof. The mapping
"

L^ll >

> ^lm>

> Cnl)

> £wmj ""^ LL^ll > *" > ^wij > "" > l/αm* "" > ^nwJJ

is clearly a one to one mapping from QP(K) onto P(Q((£)). Hereafter
we shall prove that the mapping θ is an isomorphism. Let v be any
composition of V, and let
(4. 1)

[<£, - , cL, -. , <£, -. , <£.] (ΛΓ = 1 , -. ,

be any elements of QP(S). If we put

[/»l l >
c

... > /»
... > r
•••> Λ*
"Ί
°lm>
°nl>
^nm_(

t>)

...

>

'

r^w

> ^lm

>

...

*

x ^c*)

> ^Wl

>

...

/-^(w)"l\

> ^7177*

J/ >

then, by the definition of the QP-product system QP((£), we have

\£fil > " * * > ^wl

> " * * > £fiwί > *" > ^nrra /

On the other hand, by the mapping θ, the elements (4.1) correspond to
). If we put

cv)
^(w)!
Γ^zvcw)
/»^(°ni\
1 > "" > ^wl J > " > LClw» > '• > t'nwi JJj >

then, by the definition of the P-product system P(Q((£)), we have
1

1
ΓΛ
... > ^nμ
/> ΊJ —
P* /Γ/*
.. > C/-wl
Ί ... >
L^iμί
— •^ξμ.v LCH >
J >

1

1

If/... > /1 ...
\L°lw»>
°ίimj >

>

Moreover, by Theorem 2. 3, we have
(4.3)

b^ = FP

Now it follows from (4.2) and (4.3) that c^ = b^. Hence [cn, ••• ,
Cιm, ,<:„!,— ,£»»] corresponds to [[6n, •«., δnl] , •••, [ilm, •«•, bnm\~\ by
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the mapping θ. Therefore θ is an isomorphism, completing the proof.
The following theorem can be easily obtained from Theorems 3. 1
and 4. 1.
Theorem 4. 2. If P is an (Av, Bw)-univer sal family of basic mappingformulas, and if Q is a (Bw, C ^-universal family of basic mappingformulas, then the product QP is an (Av> Cv)-universal family of basic
mapping- formulas.
§ 5. Families of homomorphism type.
Let P be a family Pv>v{ξly ••• ,ξm} of basic mapping-formulas. If
P is (Av, ^4F)-universal, then we simply say that P is ^-universal. If
P is .Ay-universal for every system Av of composition-identities with
respect to V, then we say that P is absolutely universal. If each basic
mapping-formula of P is of the form
then P is called a family of homomorphism type. Now if P is a family
of homomorphism type, then it is obvious from Theorem 3. 2 that P is
absolutely universal. In this section, we shall prove the following :
Theorem 5. 1. Let V be a set of finitary compositions which contains
at least one non-unary composition. And let P be a family Pv>v{ξ19 ••• , ξm}
of basic mapping-formulas. If P is absolutely universal, then P is a family
of homomorphism type.
To prove this theorem, we shall first show the following facts (I),
(II) and (III) with respect to free algebraic systems.
(I). Let V be a set of finitary compositions. And let Lv be the
system of all the composition-identities f(x19 ••• , xs)=g(xl9 ••• , xs) with
respect to V such that every xσ which appears in the expression of
χ
f(x\j •" > s ) also appears in that of g(xl9 ••• , x3), and conversely. Moreover, let {a19 ••• ,ar] be any non-empty set, and 8 the set of all finite
non-empty subsets of {a19 ••• , ar}. We now define the compositions v G V
in 8 as follows :

where \J denotes the set-sum. Then it is clear that 8 forms an Lvalgebraic system generated by {αj , ••• , {ar}. Now let us denote by
A[0Pl> ••* ><Vl the F-word h(aly ~,ar) such that every ap (p = p19 ••• , pt)
appears in the expression of h(a19 ••• , ar), and that any ap (pφp19 ••• , pt)
does not appear in that of h(a19 ••• , ar). Then it is easy to see that the
mapping
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θ : A[>Pl, - , tfPί] -> {#Pl, ••• , #p/}
is an isomorphism from F({aly ••• , #r}, L y ) onto S. Hence we have that
a F-word /(α1? ••• , ar) is LF-congruent to aλ if and only if any ap (pφl)
does not appear in the expression of f ( a 1 9 ••• , dv).
(II). For any F-polynomial f(x1 , , xs), we denote by Mf(xσ) the
number M such that #„. appears in the expression of f(x1 , , xs) for M
times, but not for M+l times. Now, let Mv be the system of all the
composition-identities f ( x 1 9 — ,xΛ)=g(x19 — , x β ) with respect to V such
that Mf(xσ)=Mg(xσ) for all σ = l , ••• , s. Moreover, let [al9 ••• , #r} be any
finite non-empty set, and let 2JI be the set of all such symbols
(tf?1, ••• ,aprr) that ^p are non-negative integers which satisfy
for some non-negative integers &v and some compositions #v € V.
now define the compositions v € V in 3JI as follows :

We

where pp=plp-l ----- \-Pmv^ Then it is clear that 9JΪ forms an My-algebraic
system with a generator
system {(#?, ••• , βj_ι, a\, αj+i, ••• , Λ?)
P = l , ••• , r}. Moreover it is easily verified that the mapping
θ :/K, - , ar) -> (flf/^, - , αf/^)
is an isomorphism from F({a19 ~ , ar}y Mv) onto 9JΪ. A F-word in
-F({flι, . . , Λ r }, φF) which corresponds to (a{*9 ••• , 0j>) by this isomorphism
<9 is simply called a F-word corresponding to (αί1, ••• , αf r )(III). Let VΊ be a non-empty set of unary compositions, and V2 a
non-empty set of non-unary compositions, and we define a set V of
compositions as the set-sum of Vl and V2. Moreover, let Nv be the
system consisting of all the composition-identities of the form
u(v(xly " , xN(V))) = x1 ( w G V Ί t G V a ) and all the composition-identities of
the form u(x) = v(x) (u> v£ VJ. Now we shall show that, for any υ£Vl9
and for any s^l, v ••• v(x) is not ]VF-congruent to x. Let 31 be a free
</V2-algebraic system F({a0, aly a2, •••}, φV2). Moreover, we define the
compositions u € V^ in ?l as follows : If / is a F2-word of order 0 (we
assume that f=ai\ then we define u(f) = u(ai) = ag+ί. If / is a F2-word of
order fe^l, then we define u ( f ) = f l y where /=0(/i, ••• ,/MIO) (^e^)
Then it is clear that 91 forms an Λ/y-algebaic system generated by the
single element a0. Hence there exists a homomorphism θ from a free
Λfy-algebraic system F({x}, Nv) generated by only one element x onto
91 which is an extension of the mapping x->a0. Therefore we have that
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= θ(x)
s

for any v^V1 and for any s^l. Hence we have that v ••• v(x) is not
JVF-congruent to x for any s^l.
s
Proof of Theorem 5. 1.

Let

(5.1)

be any basic mapping-formula of the family P. First we shall prove
that any Sλ(xN) (λΦμ N=ί , ••• , Λf(#)) does not appear in the expression
of the F-polynomial
(5. 2)

P*μ,(£ι(*ι) , ••• , £ι(*M.θ) , ••• > £m(*ι) , — , £m(*;VC«θ))

in the formula (5. 1). Since P is, of course, LF-universal (Lv was defined
in (I)), and since the composition -identity v(x > ••• 9 x ) = x is contained in
L F , it is easily obtained by Theorem 3. 2 that
Moreover, it is clear from (I) that any ξλ(x) (λ=Φ=^) does not appear in
the expression of the F-polynomial P^(^(x) , ••• , ^(ΛΓ) , ••• , ξm(x) , ••• , £„,(#))
in the above identity. Hence any ξx(xN) (λ,Φμ;N=ly ••• ,N(v)) does not
appear in the expression of the F-polynomial (5. 2). Hence we simply
denote the formula (5. 1) by
(5. 3)

Next we shall show that
(5. 4)

P«μΛM*l) i — > ^μ(^^VC»)))

in (5.3) is a F-polynomial corresponding to (^μ,(xl)19 ••• , M^cto)1) in the
sense of (II). Assume that the F-polynomial (5. 4) corresponds to
(έμ(tfι)*1, ••* , £μ,(XMυ))p*<'ή
We shall first discuss in the case where υ is
non-unary. Since the composition-identity

is contained in MF of (II), and since P is, of course, MF-universal, it is
clear from Theorem 3. 2 that

Hence it is obtained from (II) that
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'•• , Xtf(v),

X2) ,
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Since the

%39

is clearly contained in MF, the identity
=

is similarly obtained as above. Hence we have that pl=pι, i.e., A 0
or pl = \. Since there is no element of the form (#?, ••• , a*) in 501, the
F-polynomial (5. 4) corresponds to (^(^J1, ••• , ζμ,(xN^Y). In the case
where v is unary, the identity (l:μ(Λ1)ίl) = (fμ(^ι)1) is similarly obtained as
above, since I;(ΛΓI) = ΛΓI is contained in Mv. Hence P^J^μϋx^!) corresponds
to (fμ(^)1).
In the following, we shall prove that the F-polynomial (5. 4) is of
the form v(ξlll(x1) , — , ^(^Ml>D)).
(i). The case where the composition v is non-unary. For any V
polynomial f ( x 1 9 ••• ,xr), we denote by L[_f(xly ••• , xr)~\ the element Λ:PO
which appears in the leftmost position of the arrangement of #p in the
expression of f ( x 1 9 ••• , xr\ when we omit the parentheses and the compositions appearing in the expression of f(xl9 ••• ,xr) First we shall
show that
(5. 5)

Let Λ F be the system of all the composition-identities each of which
is of the form u(xly ••• , xN(uJ = Xι (u£ V). Then it is clear that

*

ί^t^^i)' •"^μ^Mi;))}, Av) consists of N(v) elements
\t ( \
t (
\
(bμV^i) , " , ζ"μ(.^AΓCt;)j

Since P is, of course, ^-universal, and since the composition-identity
v(xly ••• , XNtv >) = Xι is contained in A F , the identity

is obtained by Theorem 3.2. Now suppose that
for some Λf (2<N<N(v)).

Then the identity
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is derived from Av.

Hence we have
M*ι) = £μ(*Λr)

This contradicts the fact (5. 6). Hence we have the identity (5. 5).
Next we shall show that the composition v appears in the expression of the F-polynomial (5. 4). Let Bv be the system consisting of all
the composition-identities of the form u(x19 ••• , xN<iu^) = xl (u^V uφv)
and the composition-identity v(x19 ••• , #Mιo) = #2 Then it is clear that
(^({fμto), — ,fμ(*Λκ,o)K Bv) consists of N(v) elements
\£μ\Xl) , •" , bμ(#MCtθ)

Since P is jBF-universal, and since the composition-identity v(x19 ••• , ^αo)
= ΛΓ2 is contained in Bv, the identity
P^v(ξμ.(Xι)

,-

, ?μ(*tfC«»)) = fμ(*2>

is obtained by Theorem 3. 2. Now suppose that the composition v does
not appear in the expression of the F-polynomial (5. 4). Then the
identity

is derived from (5. 5). Hence we have

M*ι) = ^(^2) This contradicts the fact (5. 7). Hence the composition v appears in the
expression of the F-polynomial (5. 4).
Thus, we can easily obtain that
(5.8)

P^^),-,^^)))
= Ul'"UsV(Un'

'Uis^μ(X^l^)

, ••' , ^Λ/XzθΓ*'^ΛΓ(tf)s^ (u) ^μ(^7rCMzO)))

for some permutation π of 1 , ••• , j/V(0), and for some (empty or nonempty) set of unary compositions uσ and uN<r in F, because the Fpolynomial (5.4) corresponds to (^(^J1, ••• , ζμ(xN^)l)y and the composition v appears in the expression of the F-polynomial (5. 4). Now let Cv
be a system consisting of only one composition-identity v(x19 ••• yxN^)
= XN (l<^N^N(v)). Since P is, of course, CF-universal, the identity
Ul

UsUNl

UNsNζμ\X^N^)

= ξμ,(X]y)

is obtained by (5. 8) and Theorem 3. 2. Hence it is easily verified that
s = Q, sN=0 and π(N) = N. Therefore we have
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(ii). The case where the composition υ is unary. Since P^υ(
1
is a F-polynomial corresponding to (ξμ.(x) ), we have that
for some (empty or non-empty) set of unary compositions uσ in V. Now
let Dv be the system consisting of only one composition-identity v(x) = x.
Since P is Dv-universal, the identity
U1"'Usξμ(x)=ξμ,(x)

is obtained by Theorem 3.2. Hence it is easily verified that u1 = u2=
= us = v. Therefore we have that
(5. 9)

/

(

for some non -negative integer s. Since P is, of course, ^-universal
(Nv was defined in (III)), and since the composition-identity
v(u(xly ••• , XMU ))) = XI (u non-unary composition) is contained in Nv, it is
easily obtained by (i), (5. 9) and Theorem 3. 2 that
Nr

If s = Q, then we have
w(fμ(*ι) , — , ^(XN^)) = M^i)
It follows from the fact (III) that this identity is not true. Hence
and hence
Nv
V — Vξμίxj

=ξμ(Xί).

Therefore it is clear from (III) that 5 — 1^1, and therefore 5 = 1. Hence
we have
This completes the proof.
(Received September 17, 1959)
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